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Abstract. For the rapid engineering of reactive systems we developed
the SPACE method, in which specifications can be composed of reusable
building blocks from domain-specific libraries. Due to the mathematical
rigor and completeness with which the building blocks are designed, we
can provide tool support facilitating a high degree of automation in the
development process. In this paper, we focus on the design of embedded
Java applications executed on Sun SPOTs by providing dedicated blocks
to access platform-specific functionality. These building blocks can be
used in combination with other blocks realizing protocols such as leader
election to build more comprehensive applications. We present an exam-
ple specification and discuss its automatic verification, transformation
and implementation.

1 Introduction

Maybe it is just that engineers still love the LEGO bricks of their childhood, but
creating software systems by connecting reusable building blocks seems to be an
attractive development paradigm that can facilitate reuse and enable an incre-
mental development style in which problems can be solved block by block. Yet
the everyday practice by developers often does not work as smoothly as simply
plugging together bricks: Major challenges lie in the nature of reusable modules
in the first place, especially in how to encapsulate and how to compose them.
Our engineering method SPACE [1,2] aims to address these issues. As reusable
units we use special building blocks that express their behavior in terms of UML
activities. These can be composed by pins, and a system can be constructed as
a hierarchy of building blocks. While building blocks can describe local behav-
ior executed by a single component, they can in general also cover collaborative
behavior among several components. This facilitates the reuse of solutions to
problems that require the coordination of several components, and is especially
useful to describe services.

While our method is general and useful in a variety of domains, we demon-
strate in this article its application in the area of embedded systems. For that,
we present the results of a case study on a sensor network carried out as part
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of the applied research project ISIS1 (Infrastructure for Integrated Services [3]),
in which we develop methods, platforms and tools for the model-driven devel-
opment of reactive systems for applications in home network systems. The case
study is implemented on small processing devices from Sun Microsystems, called
Sun SPOTs [4] that run Java.

In the following, we cover all steps needed to realize deployable code from
high-level specifications. We will focus especially on the definition of building
blocks for the domain of Sun SPOTs and on a protocol for fault-tolerant leader
election. We start with an introduction of Sun SPOTs including the runtime
support system, followed by a brief overview of our method. In Sect. 2, we present
the example system and its high-level specification based on UML activities.
The next two sections document our library for Sun SPOTs and the leader
election algorithm. In Sect. 5 and 6, explanations of the automated analysis and
implementation follow, in which state machines similar to SDL processes are
synthesized, from which code is generated.

1.1 Embedded Java on Sun SPOTs

A sketch of a Sun SPOT is shown on the left side of Fig. 1. Each SPOT is
equipped with two buttons and sensors for temperature, light and acceleration.
SPOTs can also carry extension cards to interact with various other devices. A
Sun SPOT is controlled by a 32-bit ARM 9 processor that can run the Java
virtual machine Squawk [5] executing Java 1.3 code following the CLDC 1.1
specification. SPOTs can communicate among each other using IEEE 802.15.4
radio communication, and build a mobile ad hoc network.

Scheduler Routing

Squawk Java Virtual Machine

Transport

stm 1 stm n... ......

Runtime

Support

System

LEDs

Button 2Light Sensor

Accelerometer Temperature

Sensor

Button 1

Fig. 1. Sun SPOT and Runtime Support System

1.2 Runtime Support System

To facilitate the execution of many concurrent processes on Sun SPOTs, we have
implemented a runtime support system [6], sketched on the right side of Fig. 1.
It includes a scheduler that is responsible for triggering the execution of state
machine transitions whenever signals are received or timers expire. Further, a
router and an object responsible for the transport of signals support commu-
nication using the SPOT’s radio communication. For a detailed description of
1 Partially funded by the Research Council of Norway, project #180122.
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the execution mechanisms and their formal behavior in temporal logic, we refer
to [7]. To generate the state machine classes from UML state machines, we use
the code generator described in [8,9], which produces the necessary Java code.

1.3 The SPACE Engineering Method

We developed the method SPACE [1,2] for the engineering of reactive systems.
This method focuses on the definition of reusable building blocks expressed as
UML activities and collaborations, combined with Java code for detailed op-
erations. Building blocks are grouped into libraries for specific domains, as il-
lustrated on the left hand side of Fig. 2. Developers can use these blocks by
composing them together within UML collaborations and activities: the collabo-
rations describe the structural binding of roles and provide a high-level overview
and activities describe the detailed behavioral composition of events, with some
additional glue logic where necessary. Each block has an associated external
state machine, abbreviated ESM, that provides a behavioral contract describ-
ing in which sequence parameters must be provided to or may be emitted by a
block. This description is useful for understanding a block without looking at
its internal details, and enables compositional model checking, as we describe
below.

Collaborations and Activities Executable State MachinesLibraries of Building Blocks

TransformationComposition

Analysis

Sensors

Dependability

General

Fig. 2. The SPACE engineering method

Once a specification is complete, it is analyzed to ensure various properties
that should hold for any application. For example, a composition of blocks should
never harm any of the contracts (ESMs) and a collaboration should terminate
consistently. For this behavioral analysis, we use model checking. Due to the
compositional semantics and the encapsulation of building blocks by their ESMs,
the state space needed for model checking tends to be very small, since only
one building block on a single decomposition level has to be considered at a
time.2

Complete systems are represented by special system collaborations and ac-
tivities. When a system is sound, it can be transformed automatically into exe-
cutable state machines and components, using a model transformation [10,11].
From the resulting state machines, code for different platforms (such as the Sun
SPOTs introduced above) can be generated.
2 We observe that most building blocks in our libraries require far less than 100 states.
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2 A Sensor Network for Remote Home Monitoring

An increasingly popular area for home automation is to remotely monitor vaca-
tion homes and cabins. Several sensors can be installed in a cabin. One of the
assumptions in our project is that embedded sensors with processing capacity
similar to Sun SPOTs are so cheap they can also be used in a consumer market.
For instance, the sensors can register the temperature at several places, detecting
frost or fire. Further, they can detect sudden changes in light or measure accel-
eration on doors and windows, indicating that somebody is breaking in. With
the extension card presented in [12], we further assume that each Sun SPOT is
capable of GSM communication to set off an alarm to a remote user, for example
by means of an SMS.

To improve the quality and robustness of the system, the sensors communicate
among each other before sending an alarm via GSM. This serves several purposes:
First, multiple sensors can be used redundantly, so that important conditions are
monitored by more than one sensor, whereas only one alarm should be issued.
Second, some conditions may give rise to alarm if the sensors are triggered in a
certain pattern. For example, while changes in light of one sensor could indicate
a broken window shutter, a change observed by several sensors may simply be
due to a cloud moving in front of the sun.3 This means that alarms need to be
coordinated. For that reason, we use a leader election protocol that points out
one SPOT sensor to filter and issue alarms. If the leader runs out of battery or
otherwise fails, a new leader takes over. Such a network is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Sensor 1

Sensor 2

Sensor 3

Sensor 4

Sensor 5

GSM Module

IEEE 802.15.4
Network

elected leader

Fig. 3. Sensor network with the elected leader

Figure 4 shows the UML activity describing the behavior of a SPOT sensor
as composed from our reusable building blocks. Since the SPOT sensors of the
system all have the same behavior, it suffices to specify only one of them. To
visualize the relationship of a SPOT sensor to the other sensors explicitly, how-
ever, we use two activity partitions. The left one, spot sensor, describes how a
SPOT sensor is composed from building blocks, which defines the behavior. The

3 We will not discuss detailed patterns describing when an alarm should be triggered,
and we will also disregard the configuration of individual SPOT sensors.
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Fig. 4. Activity describing the composition of SPOT sensors from building blocks

right partition, other spot sensors, enables us to represent the communication
with the other sensors. This partition is only sketched, as only the left one will
be used for the transformation and code generation.

A sensor consists of a block4 for GSM communication g, the alarm filter a
and three building blocks accessing the Sun SPOT’s sensors for motion (s1 )
light (s2 ) and temperature (s3 ). While these blocks encapsulate local behavior,
a building block can also comprise collaborative behavior that is executed by
several participants. The leader election, contributed by building block l in Fig. 4,
is a typical example for that. It is a collaboration among several SPOT sensors,
and therefore crosses the activity partitions. Internally, the block specifies the
establishment of contact between all the sensors and how a leader is selected
amongst them. This behavior is detailed in Sect. 4.

The activity also contains references to the operation create event. Since UML
does not have a concrete language for actions, the details of these operations are
specified by Java methods, managed by our editor. The other elements in the
activity are initial nodes ( ) as well as merge and decision nodes ( ). Decision
nodes are followed by flows that are guarded ( ).

4 Technically, blocks are modeled as UML elements of type Call Behavior Action,
which can refer to subordinate activities.
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Fig. 5. Overview of reused block from libraries and application-specific blocks

Upon the start of a SPOT sensor, the initial nodes emit a token and start
all blocks, including the collaboration for the leader election. The alarm filter
is started as well, so that the SPOT by default uses its own GSM Alarm block
to send any SMS notifications, until it finds another leader. The leader election
emits a token through new leader once it detects a SPOT that is pointed out as
the new leader, carrying its ID. In case a SPOT itself is pointed out as leader,
a token is emitted through i am leader. In both cases, the ID of the leader is
stored in variable leader. If a SPOT becomes leader, the alarm filter is started,
and if the SPOT loses its leader status, the alarm filter is terminated.

Whenever one of the sensors s1, s2 or s3 registers a condition, it emits a
token via its output pin, upon which an event is created containing the kind of
condition and ID of the sensor. If the SPOT owning the sensors has the leader
role (i.e., guard leader==myID is valid), the event is directly passed to the alarm
filter. Otherwise, the SPOT sensor forwards the event to the current leader. In
this case, the leader is one of the other SPOT sensors, and sending to it is
specified by the transfer edge ➊. Since the other SPOTs are potentially many,
we have to select which one to address, using the select operator introduced
in [10]. It refers to the ID of the leader. Vice versa, if a SPOT sensor has the
leader role, it may receive events from other SPOT sensors (at ➋).

Figure 5 provides an overview of the dependencies between the building blocks
used for the specification of the SPOT sensor system. Most of them are taken
from our existing libraries (listed here with only those blocks used in the exam-
ple). The Alarm Filter, the experimental GSM Alarm, and the complete system
are specific for the example.

3 Building Blocks Specific for Sun SPOTs

Our library for Sun SPOTs contains twelve building blocks dedicated to the
specific capabilities of the devices, such as the buttons, all sensors on the SPOTs,
and the LEDs. In the following we present some of those that are used in the
SPOT sensor system.
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3.1 Building Block for Sensors

Figure 6 shows the internal details of the block for the detection of movements.
The accelerometers of the Sun SPOTs are accessible via a special API. To re-
act on sudden accelerations that exceed a certain threshold value, a listener is
registered at the SPOT classes that provide access to the hardware. To keep the
execution of the code reacting upon an event under the control of the scheduler
of our runtime support system (RTS), the building block uses an internal signal
as buffer, to decouple the processes. For this reason, operation register listener
creates a listener, which, upon its invocation following a sudden movement, pro-
duces a signal MOVED, that is fed into the RTS. Once this signal is processed,
the behavior following the accept signal action declared for MOVED in Fig. 6
is executed: a token is emitted via output node moved, and the listener is re-
activated, to listen for further movements. The blocks controlling the light and
temperature sensors access the SPOT API in a similar way.

On the right hand side of Fig. 6, the ESM for the motion sensor is shown.
As mentioned previously, it documents the behavior visible at the pins of an
activity, so that we know its external behavior when it is instantiated as a block
as in Fig. 4. Due to the ESM, we know that after a token enters activate, tokens
may be emitted via moved until we terminate the block via stop.

moved

activate

stop

register listener

remove listener

activate listener

MOVED

Motion Sensor «esm» Motion Sensor

activate

/moved

stop
active

Fig. 6. Building block for the motion sensor

3.2 SPOT Discovery

To dynamically find other SPOTs in the sensor network, we provide a collabo-
rative building block which uses the Sun SPOT’s broadcasting functions so that
they can discover each other. The corresponding activity is shown in Fig. 7.
The partition beacon describes how a SPOT that wants to be discovered sends
out periodic messages. Since these messages are specific for Sun SPOTS, they
are sent directly from the Java operation, instead of using our runtime support
system. The partition listener describes the logic to be implemented by a Sun
SPOT that wants to discover other SPOTs. For that, it listens to the incoming
beacon messages. To decouple the receiving processes from the scheduling of
state machine transitions, once such a message arrives, it is fed into our RTS
via signal FOUND, similar to the listener reacting to the movement of a SPOT
explained above. If the ID is not yet known, a token is emitted via found spot.
Notice that if a SPOT wants to both discover other SPOTS and be discovered,
it instantiates this collaboration twice, once as a beacon and once as a listener.
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Fig. 7. Building block for the service discovery
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Fig. 8. Collaboration for the leader election

4 Collaborative Building Blocks for Leader Election

To make sure that only one of the SPOT sensors forwards an alarm over GSM,
we use a fault-tolerant leader election protocol. Should the leader SPOT run out
of battery or otherwise fail, another one must take its place so that alarms are
still sent if necessary. To solve this problem, we implemented an algorithm from
[13]. The algorithm uses an Infinitely Often Accurate Detector (IOD) as failure
detector, a concept from [14], which is used by a component to monitor if any of
its communication partners have crashed.5 In Sect. 4.1 we provide a dedicated
building block for this function.

The collaboration in Fig. 8 specifies the structural aspects of the leader elec-
tion. It depicts the participant candidate as collaboration role, and refers to the
sub-services for SPOT discovery and failure detection by collaboration uses d1,
d2 and i1, i2. The leader election is a symmetric collaboration, in which all par-
ticipating roles have the same behavior, and the role for the candidate is therefore
represented twice. For the model transformation and the code generation, the
left candidate is used. To make the collaboration with the other candidates ex-
plicit, we refer to the other candidates on the right hand side, similar to our
proceedings with the SPOT sensors in Sect. 2.

5 In the fault-tolerance domain, a node is said to crash if it from some point on
permanently ceases all operations, but works correctly until then (see [15]).
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Fig. 9. Building block for the Infinitely Often Accurate Detector

4.1 Infinitely Often Accurate Detector (IOD)

In our example, we use the Infinitely Often Accurate Detector (IOD, [13]) as
specified in Fig. 9. The partition on the left side models the observed SPOT,
which periodically sends so-called “alive” messages to the observing SPOT, rep-
resented by partition observer. These messages are triggered by the periodic
timer p and carry the ID of the observed SPOT. The observer SPOT maintains
two variables to store the status of the observed SPOT; observedID for its ID
and the boolean isSuspected. Moreover, the observer has a timer t to determine
if the alive message from the observed SPOT is delayed.

Whenever the observer receives an alive message from the observed SPOT, it
reacts depending on the current value of isSuspected :

– If the observer does not suspect the observed SPOT sensor of having crashed,
it will simply restart timer t and wait for the next alive message.

– If, on the other hand, the observer currently suspects the observed SPOT of
having crashed, the observer will change isSuspected, increment the timeout
period6 and emit the observed’s ID through output node not suspected.

If, however, timer t expires (i.e., no alive message was received in time), the
observer will suspect the observed SPOT of having crashed, set isSuspected ac-
cordingly and emit a token carrying the observed SPOT’s ID through output
node suspected.

Since a message could also be delayed in the communication medium, a time-
out does not always mean that a SPOT has crashed. Hence there may exist
transient states in which two SPOTs are both considered the leader. This, how-
ever, is acceptable for our application domain. For a detailed analysis and proof
of the properties of the Infinitely Often Accurate Detector, we refer to [13].
6 Incrementing the timeout period upon detecting a false suspicion ensures that the

observer will wrongly suspect the observed only a limited number of times.
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4.2 Composed Building Block for the Leader Election

The detailed behavior of the leader election is expressed by the activity in Fig. 10.
Similar to the overall system of Fig. 4, the leader election is symmetric. The
partition candidate on the left side represents one participant and its detailed
behavior, while the partition to the right represents its communication partners.

As part of the leader election, a SPOT participates in the Infinitely Often
Accurate Detector (IOD) collaboration as both observer and observed entity.
This is represented by blocks i1 and i2, which both refer to the activity in Fig. 9,
but which are bound to partition candidate with roles observed resp. observer.
Moreover, this collaboration is executed as multiple concurrent sessions (once
towards each communication partner). This is signified by the shadow around
them, a notation introduced in [10].

When the leader election collaboration is activated, the SPOT Discovery col-
laboration is initialized as both beacon (d1 ) and listener (d2 ), according to the
role binding in Fig. 8, so that a SPOT sensor can both detect others and be
detected by others. For each sensor found, a token with its ID is emitted via pin
spot found of d2. This ID is used to start a new session of the IOD collaboration
i1, so that a SPOT is observed by any other SPOT it detects. For that we use
again the select statement, which this time refers to the value provided by the
token flow. Vice versa, once a SPOT is detected by other SPOTS, they start a
new instance of the IOD collaboration (in this direction represented by i2 ).

i2: IOD
not suspected: ID

suspected:ID

i1: IOD

start

activate

Leader Election
candidate

suspects: Hashtable

d2: SPOT Discovery

spot found: ID

start

d1: SPOT Discovery
start

:ID

:ID

new leader: ID

store as
not suspected

determine
new leader

:ID

set leader
:ID

result!=leader

get leader

leader == getMyID()

get leader

else

else

store as
suspected

i am leader: ID

observer

select id

observed

observedobserver

listener beacon

listenerbeacon

other
candidates

leader: ID

Fig. 10. Building block for leader election
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Via the output pins suspected and not suspected on i2, a SPOT is notified
about perceived changes in the state of each of the other SPOTs. The logic
that follows determines the current leader status. For that, hash table suspects
maps the ID of the other SPOTs to their respective status (suspected or not
suspected). Whenever i2 issues a change in state of another SPOT via one of its
output pins, the subsequent operations store this change to the hash table and
determine the new leader. If several SPOTs qualify for the leader status, the one
with the lowest ID is chosen. If the leader has changed, we store the new leader
and check if the new leader is this SPOT. Depending on the outcome, a token
is emitted through either the i am leader or new leader output node.

5 Automated Analysis

The analysis of the specification is based on model checking. This process is au-
tomated, since our tool also generates the corresponding theorems to be verified.
Currently, we check the following generally desirable system properties [16]:

– A building block must conform with its own ESM. The motion sensor of
Fig. 6, for instance, may not emit a token via node moved after the sur-
rounding context provided one via stop.

– A building block must also obey all ESMs of the subordinate blocks it is
composed from.

– Building blocks with more than one participant are checked for bounded
communication queues. For the IO detector in Fig. 9, for instance, we find
that the periodic timer could, in principle, overflow the queue between the
observing and the observed component.7

The analysis focuses on the soundness of interactions among collaboration par-
ticipants as well as the correct composition of all building blocks with respect
to event orderings. The content of operations (that is, the Java code) is not part
of the analysis. In cases where decisions are involved that depend on variables,
the analysis always examines all alternative branches. If the executions of some
branches may harm certain properties, we reason manually if these cases may
in fact happen. For instance, in the IO detector of Fig. 9, the else branch may
restart the timer before it is started. This, however, never happens in the final
system because of the value of isSuspected.

The results of the analysis are presented to the user by explanatory anno-
tations within the original UML model, so that no expertise in the underlying
formalism is required, as demonstrated in [17]. In addition, counter examples
illustrating design flaws are presented as animations within the activities. In
our experience, checking the above mentioned properties is of great value in the
practical development of specifications. Although these properties may appear
simple when considered in isolation, even experienced engineers usually harm

7 In this case, however, we estimate the time needed for the transmission and subse-
quent processing and conclude that this is not an issue in a real system.
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several of them in initial designs, especially when more complex collaborations
are constructed.

Due to the compositional semantics of our method, each building block can
be analyzed separately. Internal building blocks are abstracted by their ESMs,
so that the global state space of the specification in Fig. 4 has only 15 distinct
reachable states. Moreover, since most of the building blocks are taken from
libraries and are already analyzed, only the new ones created for the specific
applications have to be examined. These are the ones for the SPOT Sensor
System, the Alarm Filter and the GSM Alarm.

6 Automated Implementation

As briefly mentioned in the introduction, the implementation is performed by a
completely automated process with two steps: In a first step, executable state
machines are synthesized from the activities. In a second step, code is generated.
This is possible since the activities provide descriptions that are behaviorally
complete, and the details of operations are provided as Java methods as part of
the building blocks.

6.1 Transformation to Executable State Machines

In Fig. 11 and 12, we present the state machines as generated by the transfor-
mation. In our method, they are only an intermediate result used as input for
the subsequent code generation; developers do not have to edit or read them. In
the following, we highlight some properties to demonstrate the soundness of the
transformation.

For the partitioning of components into state machines (or processes in SDL),
our algorithm follows the guidelines from [6]. In particular, the algorithm merges
all behavior of building blocks that is executed one at a time by the compo-
nent under construction into one single state machine. All blocks that denote
multi-session collaborations (behavior that is executed multiple times towards
a changing number of different communication partners) are implemented by
dedicated state machines, one instance for each session, as presented in [10]. For
the SPOT sensor system, for instance, the algorithm creates the state machine
Spot Sensor, depicted in Fig. 11, which takes care of the main component be-
havior. This includes all logic contained in the building blocks used in Fig. 4.
However, since the behavior of the Infinite Often Accurate Detector is executed
concurrently within each SPOT sensor (once for each other sensor detected), its
behavior is implemented by dedicated state machines. These are state machines
Observer and Observed in Fig. 12.

The main state machine Spot Sensor has two8 distinct control states, 1 and
2. This is because the transition behavior only has to distinguish if a SPOT is
8 This is less than the 15 states from the previous analysis because the analysis also

captures the interleaving with other SPOTs and the queues for communication,
which do not contribute any control states for a local component.
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NOT_SUSPECTED
removeFromList()
determineLeader() [result!=leader]

set leader
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start t0
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Fig. 11. Bird’s eye view of the synthesized state machine for the Spot Sensor
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stm Observed

stm Observer

0 1

1

0

0 1

0

1

1

IODETECTOR_START
set id

send ALIVE
start t0

timeout t0
send ALIVE

restart t0

IODETECTOR_STOP

ALIVE
set observedID

[else]
start t0

[suspected==true]
incrementTimeout()

set timeout
getFalse()

setSusepected
start t0

NOT_SUSPECTED

timeout t0
getTrue()

set suspected
send SUSPECTED

[else]
restart t0

[suspected==true]
incrementTimeout()

set timeout
getFalse()

set suspected
restart t0

send NOT_SUSPECTED
ALIVE

set observedID

Fig. 12. The synthesized state machines for the IO detector

the leader or not. When a spot is the leader, the alarm filter is active and the
state machine is in state 1. When another SPOT is the leader, the alarm filter
is inactive and the state machine is in state 2. The transitions from either state
handle the periodic checks of the sensors, the periodic discovery protocol and
react to the events of the Infinitely Often Accurate Detector. In state 1, which is
entered by the initial transition, the SPOT assumes it is the leader and therefore
starts the alarm filter, which constantly evaluates the log of events, shown by
the topmost transition.

6.2 Code Generation for Sun SPOTs

Since the Sun SPOTs execute Java, the code generator described in [9] is largely
based on the standard Java code generator, described in [18]. As introduced in
Sect. 1.2, the execution is based on a runtime support system, which takes care of
scheduling, routing and transport of messages. The scheduler (see Fig. 1) main-
tains event queues for each state machine in which incoming messages and active
timers are placed. In a round-robin manner, the scheduler triggers the execution
of state machine transitions by feeding the event into a dedicated transition
method, which is specific for each state machine type. The transition method
contains nested if-statements that distinguish the current control state and input
event and then execute the effect as specified by the UML transitions in Fig. 11
and 12. Effects referring to operation calls on the activity level, such as determine
new leader in Fig. 10, are copied into the transition method. Other actions that
are part of a transition effect, such as sending signals or operations on timers, are
synthesized from the UML model. The transport module (see Fig. 1), responsible
for sending and receiving messages from and to other SPOTs, uses the the radio
stream protocol from the Sun SPOT API to transmit messages. This protocol
provides buffered, reliable, stream-based communications over multiple hops on
top of the IEEE 802.15.4 radio protocol. The content of the messages sent via
the radio channels are SOAP-documents generated with the help of the kSOAP
libraries [19], as described in [8]. For the necessary serialization of objects, the
code generator adds methods that convert objects and primitive types to strings.
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7 Estimation of Reuse Proportions

To estimate the degree of reuse for the exemplified system, we distinguish be-
tween the building blocks that are part of our libraries and intended for reuse,
and those building blocks constructed specifically for the application. These are
shown in Fig. 5, with the libraries on the left hand side. As application-specific
we count the Alarm Filter, the GSM Alarm and the overall SPOT sensor sys-
tem. The effort necessary for the construction of a building block consists of the
UML models on the one hand and Java code contained within the call operation
actions (like determine new leader in Fig. 10) on the other hand.

– By counting the lines of code contained in the call operation actions in each
building block, we find that there are lblocks = 443 lines of code within the
call operation actions for all building blocks used in the system in total.
Those building blocks taken from libraries contribute with llib = 333 lines,
so that the reuse proportion Rcode = llib/lblocks is 75 %.

– As an estimate for the effort spent UML modeling, we use a simple metric
that just counts the number of activity nodes and activity edges n = nnodes+
nedges within a building block. This metric shows that all building blocks used
in the system consist of n = 276 edges and nodes in total. Those building
blocks taken from the library contribute with nlib = 195 elements, so that
the reuse proportion Rmodel = (nlib/n) is 71 %.

Of course, these numbers vary for different systems. For the given example, we
have programmed a relatively simple logic for the alarm filter, which contributes
only 50 lines of code. Since the GSM module is not yet finalized, we estimate
another 50 lines for that building block.

To get an impression of the overall gains including the automatic implemen-
tation, we consider also the complete code needed for the execution on top of the
runtime support system. The code generated automatically for the state machine
logic adds up to lstm = 634 lines, and the number of code lines written manually
for the Java operations copied from the building blocks as mentioned above is
lblocks = 443. This means that the code necessary for the entire application has
ltotal = lstm + lblocks = 1077 lines,9 from which lstm/ltotal = 59 % are generated
automatically. If we add up these numbers, we find that (llib+ lstm)/ltotal = 90 %
of the Java code lines are either reused or generated from the UML models.

8 Related Work

There exist a number of approaches for the model-based design of reactive sys-
tems that are also suitable for embedded applications. Some of them based on
SDL such as TIMe [20], SPECS [21], SOMT [22] and SDL-MDD [23]. Others,

9 The underlying runtime support system has about 1900 lines of code. Since it is
provided as a library that can be reused also in manual approaches, it is not part of
our calculation.
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such as ROOM [24] (later UML-RT) or Catalysis [25], are oriented towards
UML as language. As design models that describe the behavior of individual
components, these approaches use state machines, either in the form of SDL
processes or as UML state charts (called ROOM charts in [24]). To capture col-
laborative behavior among several components, most of these approaches rely
on MSCs. Catalysis [25], inspired by the Object-Oriented Role Analysis Method
(OOram, [26]) and DisCo [27], on the other hand, uses collaborations more ex-
plicitly in specific diagrams, albeit in a rather informal way that requires manual
synchronization by the developers. Micro protocols [28] are another approach to
capture and encapsulate communication protocols within self-contained units,
by using pairs of SDL processes or composite states.

In principle, these approaches are compatible with the one presented here,
since all the design models based on state machines with their emphasis on
event-driven transitions are quite similar. The difference lies in the models on
which developers work: To enable the composition of collaborative behavior as
self-contained building blocks, we use UML activities, from which the state
machine-based design models are derived automatically. This enables a num-
ber of opportunities for the reusability, the analysis and the overall specification
style, as we will argue below.

9 Concluding Remarks

In our experience, the composition as enabled by activities, shown for example
in Fig. 4, is quite flexible. We attribute this to two major reasons: First, the
complete but cross-cutting nature of UML activities, in which the coordination
of several participants can be described within the same diagram. If, for example,
we would like to exchange the selected leader election protocol with another one,
we would just have to replace the building block l in Fig. 4, and its connections
to the other blocks, which can be achieved by focusing on one single diagram.
Second, the way activities enable the encapsulation of functionality related to a
certain purpose as separate, self-contained building blocks. While state machines
offer some means of structuring (for example composite states), they do not
offer the same degree of flexibility and separation as activities. The functions
encapsulated by the building blocks in Fig. 4, for example, are dispersed among
several transitions in the state machines of Fig. 11 and 12. One reason for that
is that state machines represent their states by explicit control states, while
activities use concurrent flows that may execute independently. Although such
behavior can to a certain degree be described in state machines by concurrent
regions, such a description style gets intricate once the behaviors in these regions
need to be synchronized. However, since state machines are very suitable for the
specification of the executable behavior of components, we generate them in the
described way, so that we have both the compositional features of UML activities
and the efficient scheduling of state machines.

Besides these properties coming from the chosen notation, an important fea-
ture of our method is the compositional verification it enables, based on the
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underlying semantics in cTLA [29]. Not only does this reduce the state space
during model checking, but it also has important effects on the larger scale de-
velopment process. Since building blocks can be verified individually, proven
solutions can be encapsulated in building blocks, and these can be checked and
stored in a library. Whenever a building block is reused, the verified properties
are enforced automatically and do not have to be re-verified. This enables “true
reuse” as mentioned in [25], in which reuse does not mean to simply copy and
paste some parts of a specification, but also ensures that important properties
are maintained.

All things considered, we think that the chosen principles and the way they
are combined enable a reuse-oriented specification style, one that encourages the
use of encapsulated building blocks to a high degree, but that still allows us to
adapt systems to match the requirements of the individual application. This is a
crucial step towards the cost-effective LEGO-brick like development paradigm.
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